TOKYO SEX DESTRUCTION
LE RED SOUL COMUNITTEE (10 POINTS PROGRAM)
Tracklist:

1.Break-out town
2.Yesterday is gone
3.She's so fine
4.Black money
5.First day
6.Capitalism plus dope equal genocide
7.Everything is right
8.You gotta do it
9.Don't make try your love (song about love,
about soul music)
10.Le red soul comunnitte
Selling points:

•First album, recorded by Santi Garcia
(Standstill, No More Lies, Maple) at
Ultramarinos Costa Brava Studios

•For lovers of The Sonics, MC5, The

Some say that the mighty James Brown has a bastard grandson near
Barcelona; and we're starting to think it's true, because RJ. Sinclair,
Tokyo's frontman is, absolutely, the craziest guy we've ever seen onstage.
And this has proven to us that punk music and soul music are so close
to each other. In terms of music, we can relate them to The Sonics, MC5
or Sly And The Family Stone; in terms of aesthetics, we would say The
(International) Noise Conspiracy or The Make Up. But Tokyo Sex
Destruction go far beyond that, because they are even wilder and more
sexual live onstage and on record, and because their lives turn around the
philosophy of the liberation group The Black Panthers and the commandments of The Red Soul Communitee.
Their live appearences with the Tight Bros., The Mooney Suzuki, The
Fleshtones, Standstill, Zen Guerrilla or their yet legendary show at the
Sant Feliu Hardcore Fest 2002 have proven that only they know how to
deal with the cliches of rock and roll, leading them to an almost esperpentic, yet elegant way to perform live, controlling the situation and
seducing the audiences night after night. Garage, Soul and Punk united to
recover the true r'n'r live spirit. We're not wrong; check them out live and
you'll agree!

(International) Noise Conspiracy or The Make Up

•Opened for The Fleshtones, Zen Guerrilla,
The Mooney Suzuki, The Tight Bros.
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